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I believe, Engineering is an opportunity in one’s life to understand applications of

first principles of physics and mathematics and gain professional knowledge to

contribute to the technical field. In Engineering education students engage

themselves in continuous learning of concepts and techniques by carrying out

various experiments. Here Learning is experienced more by hands-on projects

and demonstrations. It was a nice journey with you, for four years since from

2017, where I could be a part of your success as a facilitator, guide, mentor and

Head of the Department. I cherish my memory of teaching some fundamental

courses like Digital Signal Processing, applied courses like Microcontrollers and

Algorithms and Design for this batch of 2021 passing out. I enjoyed guiding

your project works and walking with your views and discussions.

Heading the department when you are passing out, I wish you a great success in

your life. Though you have been through this pandemic situation of COVID 19,

where I could not meet you on regular basis, my best wishes are always there for

you. Going ahead, in your life, try to bring out the best in you, no matter how

challenging the situation or surroundings are. The most important thing that I

have learnt from my profession is that humility and adaptability are very

important when you are keen to gain knowledge. As Engineers, develop craving

for technological innovations that will lead you to understand the natural

phenomena in a better and multiple perspectives. When perspectives are many,

you find multiple right way to do things, which makes your life easier. Just a piece

of advice, “how will you create respect for yourself? By not considering others as

insignificant, by not becoming fanatical, by not trying to prove that you know the

truth and others are iniquitous”.

All the best to all of you. May God bless you.

-Dr. Veena N. Hegde

  Professor and Head, E&I Engg. 

  BMSCE
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Samyuktha 2020-2021 presents the glimpses of our journey over four years in

this Institution. This edition is a treasure trove of memories experienced by us. It

has been an intense couple of weeks; the cross communication and all those

WhatsApp conversations that I had to accumulate all the content. The result

however is a magazine that isn't just a recording of events that took place over

four years, but a trip down the memory lane, a memoir of passion and spirit. I

hope you enjoy this journey as much as I enjoyed putting together this

magazine for you guys. 

I extend my gratitude to our Head of the Department, Dr. Veena Hegde and our

professor, Dr. Mamatha MN for having given me this opportunity to work as the

editor of Samyuktha 2020-2021. 

- Sankirth Kalahasti

   2021, E&I Engg.
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The Department of Instrumentation Technology started in the year 1991. More

than twenty five batches of Engineers have graduated from Department of

Instrumentation Technology, B.M.S College of Engineering.

The program name has been changed by VTU as Electronics &

Instrumentation Engineering with effect from, 2014 batch onwards.

Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering is an advanced branch of

engineering which deals with the application of existing or known scientific

knowledge in electronics, instrumentation, measurements and control for

any process, practical calibration of instruments, automation of processes

etc. It is a combination of Electronics and Instrumentation Engineering. This

branch is an industry-oriented engineering branch which needs more

knowledge and experience in industrial applications to excel in a career. The

course has been introduced in many universities across India. Many

universities have different variants of courses like Electronics &

Instrumentation Engineering, Instrumentation Engineering etc.

Apart from covering core subjects such as Industrial Instrumentation,

Measurements, Sensors & Transducers, Process Control, Bio-Medical

Instrumentation and Robotics, students deal with software and hardware

topics such as Microprocessor and Microcontroller-based instrumentation,

VLSI and Embedded System designs, pSPICE, Computer Architecture and

organization, Virtual Instrumentation (LabVIEW), Industrial Automation (PLC,

SCADA etc.) and computer control of processes. Computer languages such

as C and C++ are also part of the curriculum.

The UG projects implemented by our students have resulted many awards at

National level and publications in and conferences, peer-reviewed journals.

The department projects are adjudged as BEST Projects at Institution level as

well as at different intercollegiate competitions. The department prepares

the graduating engineers so that they are able to pursue a successful

professional career in the outside world. The quality of the graduating

students is reflected in good on-campus/off-campus recruitments, in core

and allied industries up to 80% among the eligible candidates. A significant

number of our graduates pursue higher education in Engineering/

Management in prestigious Universities in India and abroad.

Department has been accredited by National Board of Accreditation (NBA)

under Tier –I, Washington Accord.
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VISION

To bring forth globally emerging competent professionals with high quality of technical

education who meet the demands of modern industrial world which seeks innovation and

continuous improvement in performance.

MISSION

To accomplish excellence in curricular, co-curricular and R&D activities and active

participation of students, faculty and staff

To impart quality education based on in-depth and thorough understanding of

fundamentals

To prepare the students to meet the demands of the Instrumentation industry

Motivate and inspire young engineers to contribute to development of the society.

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES OF THE DEPARTMENT 

PEO1: excel in professional carrier in Instrumentation engineering and allied industries. 

PEO2: Adapt to modern technological advancement by upgrading knowledge and skills. 

PEO3: exhibit leadership, team spirit and communication skills with a commitment 

towards the requirements of society

PROGRAM OUTCOMES OF THE DEPARTMENT 

PO1: An ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science and engineering 

fundamentals for the solution of engineering problems. 

PO2: Capability to identify, formulate and analyze design requirements for an 

appropriate solution 

PO3: An ability to design, implement, evaluate and instrumentation system to 

meet desired needs with appropriate considerations for public health and 

safety, cultural societal and environmental considerations 

PO4: Capability to design and conduct experiments as well as analyze and derive 

inferences 

PO5: Capability to analyse and design applications based on the 

contextual knowledge to give solutions relevant to engineering practice 

PO6: understanding the impact of contemporary issues 

PO7: understanding professional, ethical, legal, security and social issues and 

responsibility 

PO8: An ability to function effectively as an individual and as team member 

in multidisciplinary environment 

PO9: capability to communicate effectively on engineering activities with 

engineering community 

PO10: understanding of engineering and management principles to apply to 

one's own work 

PO11: An ability to engage in continuing professional development 

PO12: Recognise the need for and have the preparation and ability to engage in

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change.
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Dr. VEENA N. HEGDE

Professor, Ph.D

veenahegdebms.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Research Interests: Biomedical Signal

Processing , Embedded Systems
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Dr. Mamatha M.N.

Professor

Electronics and communication

mamathamnbms.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Research Interests: Biomedical Data

Acquisition

Dr. K.NARASIMHA RAO

Professor

Ph D

knr.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Research Interests: Process control and Power

Electronics Digital, Signal Processing and DIP

Control Systems , Automation in Process Control

Dr. SANTOSH R. DESAI

Professor

Doctor of Philosophy

santoshdesai.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Research Interests: System Engineering,

Automation

PREETHI K MANE

Associate Professor

pkm.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Research Interests: Computational Model

for Occupancy Detection
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AJAYKUMAR DEVARAPALLI

Assistant Professor

M.Tech

ajaykumard.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Research Interests: VLSI, SoC, Embedded

Systems, Reconfigurable Hardware and Data

Acquisition

S. KUMUDA

Assistant Professor

Master of Technology (M.Tech)

kumudamohan.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Research Interests: Biomedical signal Processing,

Communication, Instrumentation, MEMS and

smart sensors

KRISHNA MURTHY K.T

Assistant Professor

M.Tech

krishnamurthykt.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Research Interests: VLSI & Embedded System

Vani A

Assistant Professor

MTECH

vania.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Research Interests: Brain Computer Interface

VLSI design IoT and Embedded systems

Machine learning Artificial Intelligence

Kumar D

Assistant Professor

M.Tech

kumard.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Research Interests: Wireless Communication,

Optical Communication and Image Processing
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Yamunaa R

Instructor

yamunaar.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Geetha N

Foreman

geethan.intn@bmsce.ac.in

T R Venkatesh Murthy

FDA

it_office@bmsce.ac.in

Vinayaka R

Technical Assistant

vinayakar.intn@bmsce.ac.in

Siddaiah

Mechanic

Manju R

Attender
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1 I am: Aishwarya Kulkarni

My BMSCE hangout spot: Near Cofee Kutira

Down the memory lane: I've had a wonderful time studying in this college. I

have learnt some of my favourite subjects, carried out some amazing

projects and performed in various cultural events. The department has

taught me how to give my best and never give up. I've also learnt the

importance of being hardworking, sincere and disciplined towards our goals.

I have found people who will stay in my life forever and memories that I'll

cherish forever from my college days and hope to follow the lessons I learnt

for many more years to come.

Future aspirations: Have a stable job at a reputed company.

I am: Aishwarya S

My BMSCE hangout spot: C-bench, Rock garden, Lawn

Down the memory lane: First year : Was excited to experience college life and

meet new people and made great friends. Participated in a lot of activities

and workshops. Became a part of Fine arts club and helped for utsav and

Rotaract club. Taught at government schools for the iteach program. Was a

part of IEEE and attended seminars. Took part in utsav and phaseshift.

Second year : Came into the department and learnt a lot from our teachers.

Coordinated a workshop on PCB design by IEEE and also volunteered for

Revcon and those experiences were great. 

Third year : Became a part of satellite club and led the ADCS team and got a

chance to interact with teachers for mini projects and Ajay sir was helpful in

making me realize my path along with Veena ma'am.

Fourth year : Placements were smooth but the covid lockdown was a major

setback with our Engineering experience.

Future aspirations: Enjoy life peacefully

I am: Anirudh Kulkarni

My BMSCE hangout spot: C Bench, Old Library Lawn, Canteen 

Down the memory lane: It was a fun ride with a lot of ups and downs. I

learned a lot of things, met new people, explored new culture and the city. I

am thankful for the time and amazing opportunities the college has provided

me.

Future aspirations: To pursue masters abroad
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I am: Akshaya R 

My BMSCE hangout spot: Lawn

Down the memory lane: The first two years in college were the most

memorable ones that I will always cherish. It was a perfect combination of

academics and fun. From industrial visits and competitions to fests and

cultural events, we got to experience so many different things. The

highlight of second year was definitely our trip to Kerala where the entire

department got together for the first time. Mitsubishi Electric Cup, which

we managed to conduct just before the pandemic hit, was another

memorable event which turned out to be a huge success. Taking online

classes and missing our final year offline was not expected but we truly are

grateful for the time that we spent together in college! 

Future aspirations: -

I am: Arvind Nayaka S

My BMSCE hangout spot: Canteen

Down the memory lane: It was amazing, but sad due to covid we are

enjoying the campus .

Future aspirations: To become a good citizen

I am: Hrithik Nirupam

My BMSCE hangout spot: Vidhyarthi Khana Canteen

Down the memory lane: Overall it was a good experience in the

department

Future aspirations: There should be an increase in the number of industrial

visits

I am: Chaitanya K 

My BMSCE hangout spot: Vidhyarthi Khana Canteen

Down the memory lane: I had a very good experience in the college. 

Future aspirations: I want to continue my studies
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1 I am: Apoorva S

My BMSCE hangout spot: Rock Garden

Down the memory lane: It was an amazing journey starting from 1st year till

the last, with the luxury of enjoying the first two years in college campus by

participating in a variety of competitions, festivals, webinars, club activities,

industrial visits etc filled with people and joy.

Unfortunately next two years weren't exactly how we wanted but we got to

organise the Mitsubishi Electric Cup, where people from across the country

came to participate and got to attend the talk and meet the delegates from

Japan. The overall process was challenging and fun. Sadly we had online

classes and might be graduating online, but with a ton memories made for

life.

Future aspirations: Very excited for the next chapter of life.

I am: Dharini Adiga 

My BMSCE hangout spot: Coffee kuteera

Down the memory lane: .. 

Future aspirations: To acquire more knowledge in the industry perspective. 

I am: Harshitha K Shivaram

My BMSCE hangout spot: MPH and C-bench

Down the memory lane: It was a beautiful experience till date , especially my

1st year of engineering was really special to me , I had lived those moments

from my heart with the best people out there and the rest years were also

good and have also got few good friends and I have learnt so many things

from these 4 years of my ups and downs . Totally it was a beautiful journey

except few times . 

Future aspirations: Will be pursuing my MBA and shortly will be opening my

own makeup academy and will take my Event company into a higher place

from now on and to have my own restaurant and same way will be getting

into the business field.
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I am: Keerthana M

My BMSCE hangout spot: Parking lot, coffee kuteera, field, c-bench, back

gate

Down the memory lane: On the first day of college I had so many different

emotions running through me. I felt excited, nervous and anxious. I think I

had some anxiety kick in as well.

My experience in the department has given me a chance to hone up my

skills. I was bestowed with many opportunities to learn, that added to

overall development, which I am truly thankful for. Carried out multiple self

study projects in various domains which gave me a basic understanding of

the subjects. 

It was fun participating in phaseshift events and coordinating Utsav.

Also, had an opportunity to visit industries, which gave me an insight

regarding internal working of companies.

The teaching fraternity has used collaborative learning techniques and

engaged all of us in various activities. They emphasized higher-order

cognitive activities in the classroom, interacted with us, challenged us

academically and brought a value enriching educational experience.

These memories are truly irreplaceable.

This golden period of 4 years will be truly missed and cherished for a

lifetime.

Future aspirations: I am enthusiastic and determined to pursue MSc in

‘Logistics and Supply Chain Management’ which befits with my field of

interest. This will help me learn and develop international

business/managerial skills and will give me an opportunity to work at

global level. 

My goal is to become an entrepreneur in my area of expertise.

I am: Pooja BP

My BMSCE hangout spot: MPH

Down the memory lane: It was a great journey! I met some good friends

and had a lot of fun.

Future aspirations: I want to work for a year and then do master's
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1 I am: Purushotham k

My BMSCE hangout spot: Ground 

Down the memory lane: The teachers in EI department have always pushed

us beyond our comfort zones only so that we can face the real world and we

have truly learnt to apply ourselves. I have also made some friends with

whom I’ve shared memories that can never be erased.

Future aspirations: I want to Work for few years and to settle in my village

I am: Rekha S 

My BMSCE hangout spot: Kaapi Kuteera 

Down the memory lane: My phase of life in BMS college has taught me some

life changing lessons. First of all as a person i transformed on the social front

, the main reason are my friends they showed me how to live a balanced life. 

Second of all the department and each and every faculty are so supportive

and they encourage us to take initiatives and they trust us, one such example

is the MEC cup and others are we were allowed to do projects in project lab

even after college timings. 

Unfortunately almost 3 semesters of engineering has been conducted online

and i missed the classroom learning which was filled and lively most of the

times. 

My most memorable moment is the trip to kerala which was organised as a 3

day trip which involved 2 days of sightseeing and 1 day to participate in iAct

representing ISA BMSCE student section. 

Future aspirations: I aspire to gain an in depth knowledge related to

electronics and build a career out of it.

I am: Shrijith C R

My BMSCE hangout spot: Coffe Kutira 

Down the memory lane: It was a wonderful experience. I met many friends

and had a lot of fun.

Future aspirations: Work at Linde for few years then try to get into PSUs. 
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I am: Sankirth Kalahasti

My BMSCE hangout spot: Rock garden

Down the memory lane: It was a different experience for me that changed

me as a person. Coming from a different city and having to stay away from

the family was exciting and I learnt to be independent. Different

interactions with people in my class made sure that I matured as person -

technically, socially and emotionally. Teachers in the department are very

friendly and were always to help me. Interacting with them only increased

my inquisitiveness and my passion for learning. A little sad that couldn't

spend the last year being present in college in person. But yeah it's a

memorable experience and I hope to take away a lot from this. 

Future aspirations: A masters degree from either US or Europe.

I am: Shreya Gupta

My BMSCE hangout spot: Hostel and canteen area has always been my

hangout spot.

Down the memory lane: Apart from developing educational skills , College

and my department gave me the opportunity to grow in non technical

fields also. Every assessment has been conducted in fruitful manner. There

were many technical events conducted to bring different clusters together

so as to gain experience and knowledge.

Future aspirations: I am planning for further studies abroad . I want to work

more on the skills that i developed in these four years of my college.

I am: Sindhuja V

My BMSCE hangout spot: Coffee kuteera

Down the memory lane: A memorable journey from knowing none to

knowing some!

Future aspirations: Want to be successful at work
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1 I am: Sonal Hasbi

My BMSCE hangout spot: Lawn, Project lab

Down the memory lane: 4 challenging yet fun years at BMS helped me grow

as a person. Our teachers encouraged do our best, face challenges that

come our way and never give up. Events like PhaseShift, Utsav and MEC gave

us the opportunity to organise and take part in extracurricular activities to

mould our people skills. I am immensely thankful to have been a part of MEC

which we managed to pull off so well just before the pandemic. It's sad that

we didn't get to spend the last few days of our college life at college, but i'm

forever grateful for all the times spent at college! This will surely be a  journey

which  will be cherished all my life.

Here's to taking forward a truckload of memories and a lifetime of

experience.

Future aspirations: To put in my best and to be successful in in which ever

field i choose.

I am: Sushmitha M

My BMSCE hangout spot: Old library lawn

Down the memory lane: BMS has been a great experience throughout. All the

student clubs allowed us to participate in extracurricular activities and

socialize in the first year. Being a small department, EIE gave personal

attention to every student which helped each one of us give our best in every

aspect. Phase shift gave us opportunity to organise events from department.

MEC was a great opportunity for us to work as a team and pull off a national

level event. Even during the pandemic time, when we had to work remotely,

EIE department helped us with immensely in academics and building other

skills.

Future aspirations: I would like to pursue my higher studies in biomedical

engineering.
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are not strict rules, no parent-teacher meeting (unless you did something

really bad!), no fixed class hours and no boring uniforms. The 4 years of

your B. Tech. degree is something that you'll cherish your whole life and

once it is over, you'll miss it terribly. No matter whether you are from east,

west, north or south, if you have ever been to an engineering college, you

will easily relate to these 10 things that happens or has happened there.

That's right, not that girls do not go for engineering, but there are certain

engineering branches where the girl:boys ratio is rather uneven. For

example, Mechanical Engineering, not many girls enroll for it, so be ready

to find only 2-3 girls in a class of 40. Also, forget becoming Rahul from

"Kuch Kuch Hota hai", that's not happening dude.

One thing that never leaves engineering students in 4 years are the

assignments! Even if you get enough time to complete them, you'll delay

it till the final week and eventually end up copying the whole assignment,

a night before the submission, from that one nerdy guy in the batch who

finishes his assignments on time, always!

What can be a better place to chill with friends over a cup of coffee than

the college canteen? You'll always find the canteen overcrowded and

even if the menu is not appealing, the ambiance and charm deserve full

marks. you'll always find groups of students chatting, singing or debating

over current issues in the country. If you are the canteen guy's favorite,

you might even end up getting free food sometimes!

Engineers being one of the laziest creatures on earth will save everything

for the last moment and exams are no exception. All those classes,

practicals and lectures might go over your head throughout the

semester, but the night before the exam, you can end up completing a

3000 page book. Also, you get so used to "backlogs" that exams don't

scare you anymore. 

Pulling out all-nighters before exams because studying in the morning is

too mainstream".... is the best possible excuse that you can give to sneak

out for fun-filled night outs with buddies. No matter what you night out

plans are, you'll surely end it with a cup of chai/coffee in the tiny stall

near the college that remains open 24x7.

Once you are in an engineering college,you know that backlogs and

supplementary exams are a part of your 4 year degree course and there's

nothing you can do about it unless you attend all classes regularly, take

notes and study well. But tech fests and cultural fests happening just

once in a year and it is the only time when you can show your creativity

like making cool gadgets or dancing with your BFFs in college. 
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You'll hate attending some classes because of the boring lectures,most of which goes over

your head. So bunking becomes a routine until you get a warning letter for low attendance

and realize the blunder you did. So most of the last few days before exams go after

convincing your professor to allow you sit for the exam. But as soon as the exams are over,

you get back to bunking, again!

You might be the Mr. Popular in college, but during the viva, the guy who goes to it first, hogs

the limelight. As soon as he's out of the viva room, the whole class flocks around to know

what they might face. if you have ever been the first guy to give viva in college, you have

definitely enjoyed your "minutes of fame".

Semester breaks in engineering colleges mean going home for those who stay far away

from home. It also means staying away from friends for a while, but now that technology has

advanced so much, you can always stay in touch through social media and once you are

back, you cannot wait to meet your friends again and have endless fun together!

There will be times when you'll wish if you could quit, but there are friends and professors to

guide you and cheer you up in difficult times and once you graduate, you will start missing all

the good times you had in your college, from the canteen boy, your favorite professor,

librarian to the professor whose class you never bothered to attend.

- Akash Kiran Gudase
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Industry Name

STRATEGI AUTOMATION

SOLUTIONS PVT LTD ,

BANGALORE ON 26/4/2019

PHOTO

CSIR

-National Aerospace

Laboratories on 20/11/2019
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PHASE SHIFT is the technical fest of B.M.S College of Engineering. It is conducted

every year in the month of September.

Working and being part of Phase Shift 2019 was like a peek at the ocean of

opportunity and development in the outside technological world.It personally

gave me the confidence and courage to work and all the support I received

encouraged me in involving myself at things I love. It surely was a experience to

behold.

- Shreya Gupta (PHASE SHIFT co-ordinator 2019)
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Event: DEXTER 

 Sponsored by: Agraj Automation and Chirag Fabrications.

                                       

Date: 15th September 2019

Venue: IT Classroom 1, PG block BMSCE

No. of participants: 25 teams

Faculty coordinators: Preethi K Mane, Dr Santhosh Desai

Prize money: 1st-2000/- INR; 2nd-1000/- INR

Student coordinators: Ananya SK , Sindhuja 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

Participants were expected to build a chain reaction system, to complete the

stated task. The event was about conversion of energy from one form to another.

The event was conducted on 15th September from 10am to 3pm. The participants

had to build chain reaction models with minimum of three forms of energy

conversions. All the participants had to make their models from junk. The event

was judged by Raj Gopal Sir. 

Ajay Shenoy and Priyanka V got first prize as their model had considerable number

of energy conversions.

Chaitanya, Pooja, Harshitha got second prize as they had build out a model

without battery and created energy out of it which could be utilized.
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Event: FAST & FURIOUS

Sponsored by: Sri Murugan Fabricators and ISA Section Bangalore

                                       

Dates: 14/09/2019

Venue: 1st floor PG block (Open space),BMSCE

No. of participants: 17 TEAMS

Prize Money: 12000 INR

Faculty coordinators: Ajay Kumar D

Student coordinators: Akhil Aithal, Vineet , Rakshitha

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

Participants were expected to build the robot on their own. Ready-made robots

were strictly not allowed. The models were  evaluated based on different criteria.

The event was conducted on 14th September from 10am to 1pm.

The participants had to build a RC car using junk with specifications given and

there was a track built accordingly. The participants had to move their RC cars on

the track within the given timings. 

Chiranjan and team got 1st prize as they finished the race in least time as

compared to other participants.
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Event: SMART ROOMS WITH ALEXA 

 Sponsored by: Modelicon Infotech Pvt. Ltd.

 

                                       

Date: 15th September 2019

Venue: Computer lab (EIE department)

No. of participants: 15 teams

Faculty coordinators: Preethi K Mane, Dr Santhosh Desai

Student coordinators: Pranav M Priyanka

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

This workshop cum event was conducted by the resource persons from Modelicon

Infotech Pvt. Ltd. It was held on both the days of Phase shift - 2019.

The first day was the workshop and it witnessed around 35 participants from

various colleges. In the course of the workshop, the participating teams got hands

on training with the required hardware. They learnt about different sensors and

actuators that goes into making an ordinary room smart, like a temperature and

humidity sensor, IR sensor, LEDs and motor drivers.

The participants were very intrigued and curious to know about how they can

connect their hardware to Alexa, which was planned for the following day.

The following morning witnessed all participating teams learning about the

required software and network protocols with complete enthusiasm. Finally, their

thirst to observe Alexa controlling their circuit was quenched early in the afternoon.

All teams were working dedicatedly with determination in getting Alexa to roll out

their Smart Room circuit.

Post- Lunch, a competition was organized and evaluated by the resource people

from Modelicon Infotech Pvt Ltd.

All teams had completed the given task and were ready to be judged. The

competition witnessed two winners, the first being from PES University and runners

up from BMS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING.

The event was successfully conducted from both ends and all the participating

teams mentioned in their feedback that they are looking forward to many more

such workshops.
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Event: JAM

Sponsored by: Sasmos

                                       

Date: 15th September 2019

Venue: RK hall, PG Block

No. of participants: 40

Faculty coordinators: Preethi K Mane, Dr Santhosh Desai

Student coordinators: Rachana S Raju, Sushmitha

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

Just a minute is an impromptu speech where the speaker is supposed to express

the ideas based on the given topic. This event was organized by the Department of

Electronics and Instrumentation as a part of Phase Shift 2019, annual technical

symposium of BMS College of Engineering. Participants were given topics based on

‘energy and sustainability’, which was the theme for Phase Shift 2019.This JAM

session was judged by Mr. Rajshekar Uchil, senior engineer, Josts Engineering

Company Ltd. The participants were judged based on their speech content,

organization of materials, communicative ability and body language. Participants

were given topics on the spot and were given a minute for preparation and a

minute to deliver their content. Apoorva S, a student of BMSCE grabbed the first

place with a cash prize of Rs.1000 and Anupriya Periwal also a student of BMSCE

came second and won a cash prize of Rs.500.
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Event: INNOVIEW 

 Sponsored by: SUNLUX TECHNOVATION

                                       

Date: 14/09/2019

Venue: IT classroom 3, PG block.

No. of participants: 15 teams

Prize Money: 1st - 2000 INR; 2nd - 1000 INR

Faculty coordinators: Preethi K Mane, Dr Santhosh Desai

Student coordinators: Namrata N, Sonal

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

An event full of creativity. Innoview was an event sponsored by sunlux technovation

and conducted by Mr. Jayadeva from sunlux . Mr. Jayadeva explained the

participants the uses and working of the sensor. The event had 3 rounds, first being

a treasure hunt – where the participants had to go around the college and collect

components, second round was the assembling round- the participants had to

assemble the components collected into a complete sensor called temperature

and carbon dioxide sensor, third round was the creativity round- the participants

were given ten minutes to think of one practical sustainable use of the sensor and

present it. 
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Event: ASSETS UTILISATION USING IOT

Sponsored by: BYJU'S

                                       

Date: 14/09/2019

Venue: COMPUTER LAB EIE DEPT, PG block

No. of participants: 51

Faculty coordinators: K Narasimha Rao

Student coordinators: Deeksha Raj, Sanjana

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:

This workshop was conducted by the resource persons from Wipro. It was held on

14th September of Phase shift - 2019.

It was a workshop and it witnessed around 51 participants from various colleges. In

the course of the workshop, the participants got hands on training with the

raspberry pi. They learnt about different sensors and how to connect them to

raspberry Pi using different programming languages.

The participants were very intrigued and curious to know about how they can

connect their hardware to raspberry Pi using programming language python.

Everyone received their certificate for participation.
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It is a National Level Competition for Factory Automation.

The Competition aims to improve college students' engineering

application capability, arouse their interests in learning technology,

build up innovation capacity and cooperation spirit, as well as

improve their self-management ability and communication skills. It is

also intended to embody the "learning for practice" ideology, review

students' actual manufacturing and commissioning abilities, and

meanwhile enhance exchange and cooperation between university

and enterprise.

In the Competition, students are required to integrate Mitsubishi

Electric’s factory automation products (including PLC, servo, inverter

and human-machine interface, processing machine, etc.), built up

and achieve an analogous system of intelligent manufacturing and

energy saving management application, based on eco-factory

concept and taking e-factory system as the trunk. Basic set of

Mitsubishi Electric FA components (comprising of PLC, HMI and VFD

or Servo Drive – Servo Motor set) will be given on returnable basis to

the participating institute. All other electro-pneumatic, mechanical,

sensor or any other accessory will be in participants/institute’s scope.

If any team needs additional Mitsubishi Electric hardware, then

institute needs to purchase from authorized Channel partners of MEI

or arrange by their own. For FA components, only Mitsubishi Electric

Make FA components are allowed to use. The basic full score of the

competition is 100 points, consisting of “basic knowledge” (5 points)

“system design and presentation” (90 points; bonus 5 points other

Mitsubishi Electric FA components in addition to standard package

are used) and “good behavior” (5 points).
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This edition of competition witnessed huge response from 140

colleges across 16 states across the country. We received 279

proposals the highest amongst till now compared to all the previous

MECup competitions. All the proposals were quite interesting and it

was a challenging task for the jury to shortlist the best 35 proposals.

In the final event all the selected teams demonstrated their projects

and the winners were announced and awarded as per the following:

 Certificate of Participation and training to all 35 Teams

�Prizes

Winning team -- Prize worth of INR 1,00,000 & Winner Trophy

�Runner-up -- Prize worth of INR 75,000 & Runner up Trophy

�Third place -- Prize worth of INR 50,000 & Trophy

�Appreciation Prize -- Prize worth of INR 10,000 /-

(Total 15 Nos., in this category)

 Most Popular Team -- Trophy & Certificate
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PANELLISTS INTERACTING WITH A TEAM

RIBBON CUTTING BY CHIEF GUESTS



INAUGURATION CEREMONY LIGHTING THE LAMP

DR. SANTOSH DESAI GIVING A SPEECH MOU EXCHANGE

GOLD, SILVER AND BRONXE CUP WINNERS FELICITATION TO STUDENT CORE COMMITTEE

STUDENT COMMITTEE
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S “3600 Communication

for Technology Students”

by Sri. S.R. Venkatapathy,

a senior ISA Member,

“GC/HPLC

ChromatographyInstrumentation”

by Mr.

Nayaz Ahmed, Business

Development Manager,

shimadzu Product

“Industrial development

programme” to first

year students by Mr. Bharat,

Rare Brains

“Recent Trends in Industrial &

Process Automation”,

 By Mr. Arun ,

Venjay Automation
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" Power Plant Instrumentation "

by Mr. Nagendra B

J. Senior Engineer, Maxpro Engineering Private

Limited

“The Future of work in the Era of Big Data and

Artificial Intelligence”

 By Dr Usha Jagganathan,

Arizona State University (ASU), United States

at B.S. Narayan Hall
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�To bridge the gap between academia and industry.

�To encourage students to come up with innovative ideas.

�To learn professional skills while being part of student section.

The International Society of Automation (isa.org) is a non-profit professional association

founded in 1945 to create a better world through automation. ISA advances technical

competence by connecting the automation community to achieve operational

excellence. 

ISA BMSCE was established in the year 2010. Since then, it is one of the most active

section' known for its active participation and conduction of events.

The Student Section is based in the department of Electronics and Instrumentation

Engineering but membership is open to all students who wish to engage and develop

their automation knowledge.

Objectives

There are many events organized by ISA. i-ACT is one such event which is an annual

technical symposium where students get a chance to exhibit their skills by participating

in the events. i-ACT 2019 was held at Adi Shankara Institute of Engineering and

Technology, Kerala where BMSCE actively participated and won prizes in the Technical

Quiz, Robo Rash and Paper Presentation.

India Automation Games is another event organized by ISA where an individual faces

different challenges with respect to various skills acquired under signal processing,

hydraulics, PLC, Instrumentation lab etc.

Pranav M, Prajwal Uppoor, Rachana S Raju (Batch of 2020,EIE,BMSCE) participated in

this event held at Mukesh Patel School of Technology Management and Engineering,

Mumbai on 9th and 10th of January 2020.

Prajwal Uppoor bagged the first place and Rachana S Raju was one among the top 10

winners.

An online workshop called “ARD-U-KNOW” was conducted on 29th August 2020 by Akhil

S Aithal, Batch of 2020,EIE. The event had participants from various colleges such as

Annamalai University, Dr Ambedkar Institute of Technology, Malnad College of

Engineering, Shoolini University, RNSIT, MPSTME. The workshop covered basics of

arduino coding and also provided hands-on experience to design applications.

Program of RC Car Motor Control using L293D IC was also taught and designed. 
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The ISA BMSCE Student section conducted a membership drive for the year 2021-2022 on 1st

May, 2021. The main aim of this membership drive was to enroll a maximum number of

students to become a part of the ISA family, for the benefit of both the student as well as ISA

BMSCE.

An interactive session with alumni regarding projects and internships was organized on 3rd

May 2021 under ISA BMSCE.

The speaker of the session was Kanishk Rai, batch of 2019, Department of Electronics and

Instrumentation.

A webinar called ‘A Brief Insight of Modern Wireless Technology’ was conducted on the 8th of

May 2021. The topic was addressed by Dr. Prasidh R., an alumnus of the Department of

Electronics and Instrumentation, BMSCE 2004. This talk covered topics such as basics of

vector modulation, requirements of next generation wireless communications, wideband

communications, multi carrier communications, hardware imperfections and impairments,

fundamentals of antenna arrays and future improvements required.

- Sindhuja V 

[ISA BMSCE President, 2020-21]
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The most memorable trip in my college life, on 28th march 2019, around

5pm, a group of seniors, a few classmates and Veena madam, Narasimha

Rao sir, Kumuda madam, Geetha madam and Yamuna madam, started

our journey towards God’s own country, Kerala from college in a private bus

arranged for the three day journey .

The journey started with lot of fun , spending time with seniors , playing

dumb charades, grooving to music, dancing our heart out till it was night.

We all had got packed food for that night’s dinner, we shared them and the

journey continued overnight. 

On 29th march 2019, morning our journey through Kerala was still on as we

had to reach cochin, we stopped at a refreshment place, we had the

special appam and curry for breakfast, and around afternoon we reached

the cochin port. We all went on boat ride, enjoying the serene breeze from

the sea for an hour. Around sunset we all went to the beach and all of us

played like small kids on the seashore and capturing the awesome

moments. Even some of the faculties joined us. After that by night we all

reached the accommodation arranged for us by Adi Shankara institute of

technology, kalady as we had gone to Kerala to participate in iACT-2019 to

represent ISA[International society of Automation] BMSCE section. The

night stay in a dormitory, to sharing bunker beds, enjoying the night was an

one time experience for a being a day scholar in my entire academic phase. 

The next morning, the big day for arrived we all got prepared and reached

the venue campus, the campus was decorated to welcome all the ISA

student sections of ISA Bangalore. There were technical quiz, Paper

presentation, project seminar and Robo rash competition. I had been there

to participate in Robo Rash RC Car competition. The track was off- road

type. The track had many difficult hurdles, and out of the numerous RC car

only 3 cars could reach more than stage 2, out of that the first place bagged

by our college senior Akhil Aithal, 2020 batch. Around evening the

certificates and prizes were distributed after that we went for sight seeing in

kalady and reached the college accommodation for the night.

The next day almost before sunrise, we all left to Munnar, the journey was

fantastic as we passed through a path with lush greens on either sides and

listening to my some fantastic melody. We reached the Munnar and went

on for sightseeing. Around evening we visited Eravikulam national park, we

could take a trail in the mountains through the scenic beauty and after the

sunset we left Kerala and continued our journey towards Bangalore.
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So around night we got stuck in the border of Kerala -Tamil Nadu as we had a

breakdown of the bus. It was like being stuck in a mid forest without any help

nearby but luckily we had a small shop , they were friendly and arranged us dinner

for the night. After few hours the bus was repaired and we resumed our journey

and reached our college campus on 1st April 2019 at 7am. Even though the trip was

short , it was personally an amazing experience for me and i like cherish those

days forever. 

- Rekha S
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T Most Engineering aspirants rank the colleges they want to get into based on the

placement records of the college. BMS is one of the top colleges in Bangalore that has a

good placement record for years now. 

The placements this year was hit badly throughout the state due to covid but our

placement cell made sure that we still got good training in the online mode. Placement

cell headed by Dr. B Ravishankar got 3 different training institutes to equally

accommodate all the students. EI department was trained by Genesis where we had

good sessions in Quantitative and Verbal and Soft skills to prepare us for the coming

placement processes. Our placement training commenced on April 6th 2020 and ended

on May 1st 2020 with continued support of materials and tips and tricks.

We had good number of placed students in spite of the pandemic!!

         NAME                                                                                                                           COMPANY

Aishwarya Kulkarni                                                                                              Blue Yonder, Capgemini

Aiswarya S                                                                                                                Deloitte USI

Akshaya R                                                                                                                 Deloitte USI, Capgemini

Apoorva S                                                                                                                  Capgemini

Hritik Nirupam                                                                                                        TCS

Keerthana M                                                                                                            Alien Brains

Rahul Terani                                                                                                             Ignitarium, Talent serve

Rakshitha K                                                                                                              Talent serve

Rekha S                                                                                                                       Capgemini

Sankirth Kalahasti                                                                                                Honeywell, Capgemini

Shreya Gupta                                                                                                          TCS

Sindhuja V                                                                                                                 Bosch

Sonal C Hasbi                                                                                                          Talent serve

Shrijith CR                                                                                                                  Linde
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This is Aishwarya S, placement co-ordinator of the Electronics and Instrumentation

department 2017 batch. I feel proud that we have got a good number of placements

given the situation we were in. Usually, 3rd year is a crucial year to figure out our initial

career path. Since we are part of electronics and instrumentation, we have good

theoretical knowledge in core electronics as well as some lab experience and can

choose to go into the semiconductor industry or embedded systems. But the

opportunities are few as semiconductor companies usually assess at a high difficulty

level and recruit hardly few students from all the core branches cobined. So, for the

juniors, take this as a head’s up and prepare well if your intention is to get into this field.

Many have got good experience by doing internships at core instrumentation

companies and labs as well.

As for the others, software is another important field that can be explored and the

students can practice coding on online platforms since the exposure isn’t as much in EI,

but of course our faculty are pretty experienced so they would guide students as well.

The trend is usually getting placed at IT companies as a backup if it’s tough getting into

core and IT recruitments are plenty especially now with the boom of AI and ML. Do not

be disheartened if you don’t land a core job, there are plenty opportunies to explore in IT

as well and you will figure out what you like eventually. Overall, in my opinion placements

are successful with few parts of luck but most parts of hard work. So, persevere and you

shall achieve.

Being a placement co-ordinator gave a lot of exposure in time management and

managing students and communication. The entire overall recruitment process was a

huge learning and gave insights on the skills companies are looking for. Multitasking

and patience are the biggest virtues one could learn. It has been a good experience,

even though I could experience it offline only for a couple of months but figured out work

arounds from home. I had help from Sankirth as well who was a placement co-

ordinator along with me. Few processes involved interacting with the HRs of companies

and learning about work and their expectations from prospective candidates helped

me communicate with my classmates about what skills they should focus on. I learnt

how to be professional and formal in dealing with dignitaries of companies and I could

say gave a kickstart for entering corporate. Being a placement co-ordinator is a great

responsibility as your classmates depend on you for any communication with

companies or the placement cell and it gives happiness when they get placed and that

I was able to facilitate that. I wish everyone the best of luck. This is Aishwarya, signing off

as the Instrumentation coordinator.

- Aishwarya S

Placement Coordinator of EIE PL
A
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M
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About the department:

The internship was done in the Instrumentation and Control department

of College of Engineering Pune(COEP). The Department of

Instrumentation and Control started in the year 1965 with the support of

the Central Government. The Undergraduate and Postgraduate

programmes offered by the department are accredited by the National

Board of Accreditation (NBA). The department boasts qualified,

experienced and dedicated faculty to impart fundamental and applied

knowledge in the field of Industrial Automation, Process Systems

Engineering, Instrumentation Systems Engineering and Biomedical

Instrumentation. The department focuses on preparing the students to

meet global industrial challenges. The ultimate goal is to make them

aware of the recent advances taking place in the technological field.

Experience:

The summer internship was done in the month of june-july 2019. We

worked in the instrumentation and control department under

prof.Aghashe. Initially, The basics of virtual labs were taught to us. A

virtual laboratory is an on-screen simulator or calculator that helps test

ideas and observe results. Learners use advanced technology to perform

a series of experiments that yield authentic results, or they can run code,

and, based on results, they can deduce a learning objective.

In the end,we worked on a live plant by simulating on the virtual labs. We

worked on a Live plant , The flow control plant which was simulated

remotely by us on the system . We also got to learn about other live

plants like steam boiler. We were also taught about PLCs and related

stuff. Overall it was a good learning experience in College of Engineering

Pune.
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NAME INTERNSHIP @

Aishwarya Kulkarni
Alpha Design Technologies Pvt. Ltd.,

Sankalp Semiconductors Pvt. Ltd., Blue

Yonder

Aishwarya S Zenlab, IISc Bangalore

Dharini S Adiga
College of Engineering, Pune, Bharath

Sanchar Nigam Limited(BSNL) 

Apoorva S
Indian Institute of Management

Bangalore, Indian Institute of Science

Harshitha K Shivaram FREEHIT SUPER INTERN

Keerthana M
BSNL ( Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd ), BEL

( Bharat Electronics Ltd )

Rekha S
Venjay Automation Private limited , 

BEML Limited,Bangalore complex 

Sankirth Kalahasti College of Engineering Pune, Honeywell

Shreya Gupta MCDERMOTT
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Sindhuja V
Robert Bosch Engineering and Business

Solutions Private Limited 

Sonal Hasbi Talent serve

Sushmitha M BEML
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NAME INTERNSHIP @

GTTC BANGALOREChaitanya k 
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NAME ACHIEVEMENT

Akshaya R
India Innovation Challenge Design Contest 2019

by Texas Instruments in collaboration with DST

and AICTE and made it to the semi-finals.

Aishwarya S Won 1st place in Satellite Based search and

rescue operations - Phaseshift 2018

Coordinated the REV Conference from 3rd to

6th Feb 2019

Volunteered at iteach by the Rotaract club and

also was part of the curriculum planning

Secured Runner at IUCEE Annual Student Forum

2020 on the theme "Challenge for a Change" in

Jan 2020

Qualified to the semi finals in IICDC competition

Qualified to stage 2 of Eyantra 2021

Aishwarya Kulkarni Singing Competition hosted by Blooming Kalakar

TOP 45 in India

Participation in Bms Law College Fest, solo

singing, 2019.

Participation in "Sensearch" a quiz competition

during Phaseshift 2017.

Participation in "Sensearch" a quiz competition

during Phaseshift 2017.
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NAME ACHIEVEMENT

Anirudh Kulkarni Part of the NCC cadet and organized and

volunteered in numerous activities like Blood

Donation Camp, Combined Annual Training

Camps, India Plog Run, Swachh Bharat Summer

internship program

Won first place in JAMApoorva S

runners in MAKE-A-MARK event conducted during

phase shift

'SENSEARCH' a quiz event in technical fest

'Phaseshift' of BMSCE.

Keerthana M

workshop on 'Microcontroller' in the technical

fest 'Phaseshift' of BMSCE

Participated in CTF competition PROTOFLAG,

conducted by Protocol club of BMSCE 2020

Rahul Terani

Rekha S Has recieved the Merit Scholarship from the

BMSCE Alumni network from 2017  to 2020

Semi finalist participant in India innovation

challenge design contest 2019 

Shreya Gupta Phase Shift department coordinator 2019(EIE ).

Represented college in Mitsubishi Electric Cup (

National competition)-2020
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Qualified to quarter finals in IICDCSushmita M

Got accepted in CMU and USC for MS in

Biomedical Engineering

.

Qualified as one of the top 10 teams in the 3

days "BMSCE Hackathon: Beat the Pandemic

Sankirth Kalahasti

NAME ACHIEVEMENT

Special mention in General assembly for the

delegate of France

Volunteered for flood relief in Hyderabad -2020
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Sindhuja V Qualified into semifinals of IICDC Competition

for the idea of generation of electricity using

piezoelectric sensor 

Coordinated for the event Dexter which was

conducted as part of national level tech

symposium Phaseshift 2019

Coordinated for the 5th edition of Mitsubishi

electric cup held at BMSCE

Secured 2nd place in Automation in Space

system conducted as part of national level

tech symposium Phaseshift 

Participated in IACT Technical quiz held at

Kerala

48

Was given a token of appreciation for the best

contribution as a volunteer in Utsav 2017.

Event coordinator at Phase Shift 2018 and 2019.

Volunteered in the Student Organising

committee of Mitsubishi Electric Cup 2020.

Rakshitha K
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Phaseshift department coordinator 2018

Phaseshift event coordinator 2019

Mitsubishi electric cup team leader 2020

Rotaract secretary 2019-2020

Rotaract vice president 2018-2019

Vice President of International Society Of

Automation (ISA) BMSCE

NAME ACHIEVEMENT

Sonal Hasbi
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Present Education Chair of International Society

Of Automation (ISA).

Quarter finalist of AICTE, DST & Texas Instruments 

India Innovation Challenge Design Contest.

Secured First Place in the event Dexter during the 

National Level Annual Symposium, Phase Shift

2019 at BMSCE.

Was given a token of appreciation for the best

contribution as a volunteer in Utsav 2017.

Event coordinator at Phase Shift 2018 and 2019.

Team Leader in the Student Organising

committee of Mitsubishi Electric Cup 2020.

Participated in IACT Technical quiz held at

Kerala

Priyanka  V



Singing has always been a huge part of my life and I am extremely glad I got to explore

and experiment this side in my college years too. From learning Carnatic Vocal since the

age of 5, to winning various competitions and singing jingles for tv advertisements, I truly

feel bliss and peace in Music. One of the best memories that I’ll cherish forever are the

times I spent singing and performing in the college. I’ve been a part of the Eastern Music

Team- Ninaad as a Vocalist, since 4 years and have had the wonderful opportunity of

performing on stage during college fests, Invocation ceremonies and Jam sessions. I got

to be a part of various performance series like ‘Komal Nishaad’, ‘Quarantine Jam’,

‘Antarmukhi’ and so on. Quarantine jam was a series of collabs to combat anxiety and

boredom during the lockdown. The whole team also came out with a mega video on the

occasion of World Music Day where 40 musicians from 40 locations came together to

perform one song. This was also appreciated by our honourable Principal in one of his

talks.

I also participated in a Singing Competition hosted by Blooming Kalakar and after

several rounds, made it to India’s top 45. ‘Super Singer’ was another national level

singing competition in which I made it to the top 50 and was featured on their YouTube

channel. These are some experiences that I’ll never forget! Few other experiences that

have given me beautiful memories include my solo performances on Thane Idol,

Gopalan Super Singer and other college fests. I hope to continue singing and performing

as it is the ultimate joy for me. 

During lockdown, I also had the honour of being invited as a guest on various Instagram

Lives where I got to entertain and talk about very important issues like mental health and

how music can help improve our mental state. 

My passion for music and years of learning has immensely enriched my experience in

college and I’ll cherish each and every moment of it.
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